
John Zink Hamworthy Combustion has 
more installed equipment than any other 
manufacturer in the industry.  As a result, 
we offer proven expertise when it comes to 
maintaining superior performance of your 
combustion systems.

++ 24-hour emergency service

++ Local, on-site technical assistance

++ Spare and replacement parts

++ Electronic information library on most 
systems

++ Remote, real-time troubleshooting and 
diagnostic support

++ Operator training

++ Installations and start-ups

++ Heater tune-ups

++ System upgrades and retrofits

++ Turnaround inspections and equipment 
recommendations

++ Maintenance programs

++ Combustion surveys

Proven+Turnaround+and+
Service+Solutions

Maximum Performance at Startup and Beyond

The life and performance of your systems depend upon the timing and 

quality of your maintenance efforts.  Only regular inspections, proven 

parts and expert technical support will ensure years of effective 

and efficient operation.  With the alternatives ranging from costly 

to catastrophic, it makes sense to do things right: with John Zink 

Hamworthy Combustion.

We can help you plan and execute a smooth turnaround that delivers 

optimum performance at startup and beyond.  By consulting the 

original system parameters, we recommend specific operational 

and maintenance work and offer customized engineering, project 

management, manufacturing, installation and commissioning to 

guarantee trouble-free operation of your systems. 

Turnaround Pre-Inspection
Our experts perform thorough inspection — or combustion survey — 

prior to shutdown, providing concise reports that clearly identify parts 

that need to be replaced and any other services needed for optimum 

system performance.  By scheduling this inspection at least 3 months 

to a year in advance of a planned turnaround, you will ensure the 

availability of the components needed to maintain the function of your 

equipment.  You will also be able to more accurately report the timing 

and budget of your turnaround.

DEPENDABILITY
like no other.

Our experts prepare a personalized manual for your facility, clearly noting 
the parts, repairs and steps needed to ensure a successful turnaround.
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Technical Support and Supervision
Once your combustion equipment is shut down for the turnaround, John Zink 
Hamworthy Combustion can perform an internal inspection.  Typically, we can 
deliver and install any additional parts you need within the scheduled shutdown.  
Our experienced Service Engineers can also help by providing assistance and 
management services including:

++ Supervision of maintenance work on our combustion equipment

++ Assistance during start-up of the units

++ Tune-ups to keep the equipment in optimum condition, reduce emissions and cut 

fuel costs

On-Site Training
Thousands of professionals have attended the John Zink InstituteSM to learn from 
the industry leaders.  But you don’t have to travel.  We can bring a customized 
course to your facility.  Our instructors will tailor the curriculum to your actual 
operating conditions — providing focused study for practical implementation of our 
improvement suggestions.

Spare Parts Supply and Identification
By using genuine John Zink Hamworthy Combustion parts, you are guaranteed 
interchangeability, and the permanent availability of the parts you need.  We offer a 
vast inventory of spares and replacement parts ready for immediate shipment, and 
our clear, convenient packing means you won’t waste time trying to identify parts.

The John Zink Hamworthy Combustion Research, Development and 

Test Centers make up the largest and most advanced testing complex 

in the industry.  These exclusive resources help ensure our parts and 

equipment are always designed to deliver superior performance.

Contact us today at my_turnaround@johnzink.com to learn how our comprehensive parts and 
service solutions can improve the ongoing performance of your systems and ensure a smooth and 
successful turnaround.
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